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Chronology - The Birth of Jesus to the Revelation of Muhammad
We will go back further and not quite make it to Muhammud.

Introduction: Of Revolutions and Paradigm Shifts Examination of emerging paradigm shift
Beginning of a revolution, potential to change understanding of Western religion. Forever.
Three philosophical revolutions: 1) Copernican Revolution – heliocentric view of earth, displaced
humanity from center of universe; 2) Darwinian Revolution – demoted humanity from “crown” of
God’s creation  bystander of natural evolution; 3) Hubble Revolution – island universe (pale blue 
dot, head of a pimple on face of the universe.  Others:  continental drift.  Human mind inherently 
conservative, impelled to quash contrary opinions, no matter how self-evident. Theologians who dare
to challenge theological dogma ostracized by peers. e.g. Robert Eisenman and Dead Sea Scrolls and 
his theories on James and Christian origin. Scientists, philosophers, theologians – often miss forest
for trees. 

This book:
View of the man and the church that is radically at odds with accepted wisdom/scholarship.
Part 1: nature of Jesus’ family, evidence for James’ relationship to Jesus.
Part 2: nature of earliest Christian community – Jerusalem church – from New Testament evidence
(Galatians, Acts); analysis of watershed events that inform us about James’ leadership of Jerusalem 
Church. Dynamics/friction between Paul and Jerusalem Christians.
Part 3: Jewish Christianity community, literature on James and this community from early church
historians and church fathers, as well as later Jewish Christian and Gnostic communities.
Part 4: nature of orthodoxy and heresy.  Who were the orthodox and who were the heretics? Why 
Christianity diverged from Judaism and why continued divide b/t these and Islam.
Part 5: synthesize info into a new paradigm “that can perhaps repair the tragic breach between 
the children of Abraham”.  The emerging paradigm “could forever change how the three great 
Western religions understand their holy scriptures and their relationship to each other, and even help to
usher in – at long last – peace in the Middle East.”


